Regulation of amelogenin gene expression.
The amelogenins are found uniquely in enamel, where they constitute the predominant class of secreted matrix proteins and where they play a fundamental role in normal enamel formation. To better understand the high level of tissue-specific expression, we cloned the bovine X and Y chromosomal amelogenin genes and the murine amelogenin gene and determined the DNA sequences for the regions upstream of the transcription start sites. We observed segments of strong homology among species, and identified consensus sequences for the binding of various transcription factors, including the glucocorticoid receptor, AP1, RXR and p53. Although specific sis-elements conferring enhanced transcription have not yet been identified, elements have been localized that have silencing effect in non-ameloblast cells. Conserved sequences are likely to be involved in tissue-specific expression. Transgenic mouse studies have shown that 3.5 kb of upstream region is sufficient but 900 bp is insufficient for specific expression in vivo. Alternative splicing of the primary transcript is an effective mechanism for generating molecular heterogeneity. Amelogenin genes contain seven exons, and exons 3, 4, 5 and most of 6 can be deleted by alternative splicing. However, the pattern of exon splicing varies according to the species, and skipping of bovine exon 3 appears to be developmentally regulated. It will be important to determine whether the relative amounts of translation products differ among species as do the mRNAs, and to correlate the various protein structures with function. These findings also suggest that the regulation of amelogenin gene expression is complex and takes place at several levels.